
Preparation of patient and their requirements
 Prescription complete
Informed consent documented 
 Procedure explained to patient, consumer information offered and given
ID band with correct details securely attached to patient
IV access patent and suitable 
Required equipment available 
Baseline observations recorded 
Circumstances (including patient and staffing) appropriate to proceed
Pre-medication and/or diuretics given or available for time required 
Blood product request completed for CORRECT patient and transfusion service notified of product as required

Collection of the blood product
Documentation for collection has the CORRECT patient ID details and specific details of the blood product prescribed
Collect CORRECT blood product for the CORRECT patient. Ensure all patient ID details and product details on the collection 
documentation match the pack details. Complete the required collection documentation (e.g. fridge register/product register).

Complete the pre-administration bedside checks immediately prior to transfusion (see overleaf)

NEW BLOOD PACK LABELS:  
Coming from mid-November 2018
Which products: Red cells, platelets, FFP and cryo. Packs with the  
old label will still be issued until their expiry (up to 12 months for  
FFP and cryo).

Why: To meet international standards (ISBT 128).

How do I recognise a new label: The top left side of pack has a new 
format longer donor number starting with ‘A’.  However, the lower 
section of label still has the old format 7-digit donor number (will 
remain for >2 years). 

Which donor number do I use in the bedside check:  
(Reminder! this is only one part of the bedside check!) 

Use the OLD format 7-digit number on the bottom section of the 
blood pack label (see ‘1’).
Ensure this matches the donor number on the patient compatibility 
labels applied by the hospital transfusion service (see ‘2’ and ‘3’). 
Record this number in the medical record (stick in, write or enter 
into EPAS).

The new format number (starting with ‘A’) on the top left of the pack 
is for future use only (once notified by SA Pathology after the lab IT 
system is configured to use it).

The pre-administration bedside checks to ensure RIGHT PATIENT 
and RIGHT BLOOD have not changed.

For more information see the BloodSafe resources on your 
hospital intranet.

BloodSafe Transfusion Checklist
 BE SAFE! USE THE PRE-ADMINISTRATION BEDSIDE CHECKLIST IMMEDIATELY BEFORE TRANSFUSION

PRE-TRANSFUSION PREPARATION
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BloodSafe Transfusion Checklist

PRE-ADMINISTRATION BEDSIDE CHECKLIST
Two qualified staff must undertake the bedside checks immediately before administration.

Each person must complete all the checks independently. 

If in doubt or there are any discrepancies, do not proceed. Contact the hospital transfusion service for clarification.

Positively identify the patient 
Ask the patient to state and spell their full name and date of birth (if unable, verify ID with family or carer if present).
Check full name (including spelling) and date of birth are identical to those on ID band securely attached to patient.

Ensure this is the RIGHT patient for this transfusion
Patient ID band, patient compatibility labels and prescription must be identical and correct for:

patient’s surname 
patient’s given name(s)
date of birth, and
medical record number.

Ensure RIGHT product
Prescription, blood component label, patient compatibility labels and component type must be identical and correct for:

the product to be transfused (including volume/dose), and
any special product requirements needed by the patient (e.g. irradiated).

Ensure RIGHT pack
Blood component label and patient compatibility labels must be identical and correct:

Check the blood group of donor and the blood group of patient are identical – If the blood group of the blood pack and the 
patient are not identical, the hospital transfusion service must make a specific comment to indicate that it is compatible (or the 
most suitable available). Contact the hospital transfusion service immediately for clarification if blood group differences are not 
noted by the laboratory.
Check donation identification number on product and patient compatibility labels are identical – Ensure ‘Donor No.’ on 
patient compatibility labels matches the blood component label (see overleaf for more information).

Ensure expiry date and time not exceeded and check the integrity of the pack
Check blood pack expiry date and time is not exceeded.
Check crossmatch/‘return’ expiry date and time not exceeded (check ‘return’ date/time on patient compatibility labels). 
Confirm integrity of product and inspect for defects: ensure no leakage or damage to the pack/packaging, no signs of haemolysis, 
no large clots, no turbidity or unusual discolouration.

One of the people involved in checking process must spike and connect the product to the patient without delay.

Closely observe the patient throughout the transfusion. 

Documentation 
Ensure the following is documented:

Date and time of commencement 
Two checking names and signatures
Donor No. (use second peel off patient compatibility label from pack or manually record/enter the ‘Donor No.’ that is recorded on 
the patient compatibility labels  – see overleaf for more information)

Refer to hospital procedures and resources available through intranet and hospital transfusion service for more information.
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